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About This Game

Get ready for a whole new war, as DICE's massively popular online shooter Battlefield: Bad Company™ 2 makes the journey
back to the 60's and the infamous Vietnam war.

At the heart of this expansion lie four distinct, brand-new multiplayer maps based on the Vietnam War. Each map brings a new
gameplay experience and fresh visuals, with characteristics such as foxholes, tunnels and dense jungles from where the enemy
can launch surprise attacks. Also, 15 classic Vietnam-era weapons and 6 vehicles are available from the moment you go online.

All four multiplayer game modes from Battlefield: Bad Company 2, including the genre-defining Conquest Mode, will be
playable in Battlefield: Bad Company 2 Vietnam. The expansion is integrated with the full game persistence, so no matter what

theatre of war you participate in, you will continue to level up your soldier as usual.
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Key Features

5 Brand New Maps: From the rice fields of the Phu Bai Valley to the napalm scorched earth of Hill 137, five distinct
Vietnam-based maps each bring a fresh visual and gameplay experience.

6 Immortalized Vehicles: Skim the treetops in the iconic American helicopter. Drive the sturdy Russian T54 tank and
the nimble US PBR "Pibber" patrol boat, plus three more vehicles immortalized in the Vietnam war.

15 Characteristic Weapons: Charge into battle with 15 new weapons modeled on their real life counter-parts, including
the rare Navy SEAL XM22 machinegun and the characteristic M79 "Blooper" Grenade Launcher.

Rocking 60's Soundtrack: Listen to 8 radio channels in-game, featuring 2 hours of time typical tracks, including "Ride
of the Valkyries" and "Fortunate Son" by CCR.

True War Dialogue: All-new voiceovers for both American and Vietnamese forces, based on authentic communication
from the Vietnam War.

Online Disclaimer

INTERNET CONNECTION, ONLINE AUTHENTICATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF END USER LICENSE
AGREEMENT REQUIRED TO PLAY. ACCESS TO ONLINE FEATURES AND/OR SERVICES REQUIRES AN EA

ONLINE ACCOUNT AND REGISTRATION WITH THE ENCLOSED SINGLE-USE SERIAL CODE. REGISTRATION
FOR ONLINE FEATURES IS LIMITED TO ONE EA ACCOUNT PER SERIAL CODE AND IS NON-TRANSFERABLE

ONCE USED. EA ONLINE TERMS & CONDITIONS AND FEATURE UPDATES CAN BE FOUND AT
http://www.ea.com/. YOU MUST BE 13+ TO REGISTER FOR AN EA ACCOUNT. EA MAY PROVIDE CERTAIN

INCREMENTAL CONTENT AND/OR UPDATES FOR NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE, IF AND WHEN AVAILABLE. EA
MAY RETIRE ONLINE FEATURES AFTER 30 DAYS NOTICE POSTED ON http://www.ea.com/.
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Title: Battlefield: Bad Company 2 Vietnam
Genre: Action
Developer:
DICE
Publisher:
Electronic Arts
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz

Memory: 2GB

Hard Disk Space: 15 GB

Graphics: 256 MB Video Card (GeForce 7800 GT / ATI X1900)

DirectX®: DirectX 9, 10, and 11 support

Controller Support: Support for Logitech G15 and G19 keyboard LCDs in multiplayer

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Polish
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This is a pretty sweet add-on for just 15 bucks. It pretty much adds a whole new game to the base bad company 2 game. There
are some things some people may not like though:1. There aren't as many guns per class as there are in bc2 (there are only 3
specific guns per class) 2. The only guns that can use scopes are sniper rifles (which only get the default scope or a 12x) 3.
Recon does not get motion mines, instead every recon has mortar strike. 4. All of the guns seem to do A LOT more damage
then the bc2 guns, and many sniper rifles can one shot kill with body shots at pretty far ranges, even not on hardcore. 5. Only 4
maps so far (more are coming though). Still it is a pretty sweet and fun add-on but you may want to wait for balance or more
content before you pick it up.. This is much better than BF bad company 2 ,thx for this great music,maps and weapons only the
choppers are more powerfull in hands of skilled players, sometimes ruins the game ..9,5\/10. In a time where every multiplayer
aspect is over modernized with red dot sights and throwing knifes, this DLC takes it back to the basics with elements of the
Vietnam War with trenches, tunnels, rice paddies. The fire fights are closer, vicious and more violent then ever, Black Ops this
is not it's better.. SUMFOLKSABAWN, MEHHHHHHHHHD TA WAVEDAFLAG,
MM DEY REHWHIENBLOOO

ANWHENDABANPLAYS, HEIIIIIIIIIIIIILTODACHEEF,
MMM DEY POINDACANONAYOOOO, LAWD

ITAINTME, ITAINTMEEEEEEE
IAINTNOSENADASAWN, SAWN

ITAINTME, ITAINTMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
IAINTNOFOTUNATSON, NAW
. GREAT expansion and at such a great value too. great 60's tunes rockin' out through vehicles and blasting outside of vehicle
speakers... love it. Adds more close quarter jungle combat with choke points, and the beautiful Nam setting, especially maxxed
in DX11.. this game is almost as good as Battlefield: Bad Company 2. the only disappointment is that there are fewer weapons
and it's quite easy to destroy a chopper using a tank. but it's only 13 euro so who cares. Gooooooooooooood morning
VIETNAM! 8\/10
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A great expansion to a great game. It really brings you back and puts you into the time of Vietnam. With the sounds, music, and
all around gameplay this is a must have when it comes to Bad Company. It doesn't extend the single player campaign at all but it
just adds a new game to multiplayer. The guns sound amazing and as if you were actually shooting them. The graphics are
superb and give that old feel to the game. If you love playing BFBC2 then this is a part of the game not to miss.The stats carry
over and if you rank up in Vietnam you will rank up in BFBC2. There are no new game modes, just new maps, weapons, armor,
and uniform. This is a great expansion and I have loved playing it.. Did the best just get better?

Yes, The best multiplayer game of the year gets better.

The Vietnam atmosphere is complete with music from the 1960s. In short, it's the best $15 I've ever spent.

This is 'Nam baby. The most realistic Iron Chef game to date. Turn the heat up and cook some asian cuisine!. Digital Vietnam
Flashbacks. It's not just any random Vietnam battleground. No, it's groups of people that have been in Vietnam way too damn
long to realize what they are doing, shooting at each other with rusty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665guns held together with
bandages and duct tape. Squads are forced to stay close together lest the loners and stragglers are descended upon like starving
guard dogs leaping upon a man made out of delicious smoked ham. Rock n' roll blared from radios attached to all vehicles will
ensure that, at least once in your life, Creedence Clearwater Revival is the last thing you hear as your body is crushed
underneath the tank treads. Every \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing reference to a Vietnam war movie IS IN HERE - AND YES,
THIS MEANS YOU TOO CAN BLARE RIDE OF THE VALKYRIES AS YOU GUN DOWN THE VIETNAMESE FROM
THE COMFORT OF YOUR HUEY HELICOPTER, MARTIN SHEEN, YOU CAN BE MARTIN SHEEN YOU
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, IS THAT WHAT YOU WANT?
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